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4 ROMANTIC SPOTS TO PROPOSE IN PHILADELPHIA
By Michelle Mass | December 20, 2016 | Lifestyle
There's de nitely something in the air come holiday season. If you're looking to propose to the love of your life, we've got just
the places to do the adorable deed. Here, four ways to propose to your special someone in Philadelphia:

Paramour

With a name literally meaning "to take a lover," we can't think of a better setting to pop the big question. Be sure to reserve an
intimate table for two, and order up some of their most decadent options like the Cinderella Pumpkin Bisque and the petite
let au poivre. When she says yes, toast a little bubbly with your beau over the indulgent piedmont dessert for a delicious
ending to a romantic evening. 139 E. Lancaster Ave., 610-977-0600
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If you're looking to plan the perfect storybook proposal, check out The Logan Hotel's "Just Say Yes" package. Here, a dedicated
team of experts will be sure to set the scene by choosing between an executive suite, a private pod at Assembly’s Rooftop
Lounge, or an intimate dinner at the Library. They'll move onto picking cocktails, tasting plates, and private dinner options to
make sure the moment is unforgettable. If you want a bit more to really impress your love, opt for a helicopter ride over
Schuykill Banks with a banner asking, "Will you marry me" on display at the hotel. Carry the celebrations on afterward by
checking into a room for the night, indulging in live music, or choosing a relaxing couple massages. 1 Logan Sq., 215-963-1500

Panorama
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This intimate Italian eatery inside Penn's View Hotel is the perfect place to proclaim your love to your special someone.
Celebrate your upcoming nuptials with the resto's Sparkling World: a personal champagne ight of ve various tastes. Pair the
bubbly libations with their signature homemade pastas and shareable selections. Penn's View Hotel, 215-922-7800

24 Philadelphia
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Picture you and your beau cozied up on the balcony of Jose Garces’ wood- red resto overlooking University City as the sun
sets. Sweep them o their feet with the perfect backdrop, then celebrate with one of their unique cocktails (the Once Upon a
Time or A Better Tomorrow are a few of our favorites), for a sweet ending to the perfect proposal. 2401 Walnut St., 215-3333331
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